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TELEPHONE 2-5134

BOX 158

October 29, 1956

Dr. Albert Sabin
Children IS Hospital Research FOundation
Cincinnati Ohio

Dear Dr. Sabin:

I found your letter of the 23rd to be most dis tressing. I cannot under-
stand the cause of the heavy losses of chimps. What is the apparent
cause of death? Do you autopsy them or conduct any pathological
studies on them.? I should be interested in any information you could
supply and perhaps could take pre ventive measures here prior to ship-
ment to avoid a reoccurance of the present situation.

We have all of our animals shipped by Riddle Airlines from New York
to Miami and have lost only one that we could attribute to the neglect
of the airline .. We find that the majority of the chimps we lose, die of
dysentary or parasite infections. In regards to insurance, the airline
will only insure the animal to arrive alive. If it should die an hour
after they deliver it, they will not except the responsiibility or honor
a claim. Therefore it is a waste of money to insure them at all. /

Of the last shipment of seven, I found only four to be of the proper size
and weight for your work and sent the blood from the four to you last
week. The last list of available stock I received from Brazzaville
listed only chimps in excess of 25 pounds. I have cabled to find out
if they will be in a position to supply the balance on your order by the
10th of Nov. If they can not I shall let you know in a day or so. .

I am planning to drive the next group of chimps up personally and will
at that time discuss the problem of your heavy loss. We have been
following the reports on your vaccine with great interest. Congratlulations
and many wishes for continued success.

Respectfully,

q~L
Jo'kt H. Ash


